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A B S T R A C T

The present work proposes a global framework to estimate all MFD model parameters using
mobile phone data. The three major components that are estimated in the present context are
MFD shapes, regional trip lengths and path flow distribution. A trip enrichment scheme based on
the map matching process is proposed for the trips that have sparser records. Time dependent
penetration rates are estimated by fusing the OD matrix and the Loop Detector Data (LDD). Two
different types of penetration rates of vehicles are proposed based on the OD flow and the trips
starting within an origin, respectively. The estimated MFDs based on two types of penetration
rates are stable with very low scatter. In the following step, macro-paths and their corresponding
trip lengths are estimated. This work is the first to present empirical evidences of the dynamic
evolution of mean trip lengths over the day, which is very difficult to capture with other types of
data sources. The last component is the time dependent path flow distributions between the
different macro-paths for a given OD pair. The manuscript is concluded by presenting the time
evolution of the User Equilibrium (UE) gap for different macroscopic OD pairs. It is noticed that
UE principle holds true most of the time, except for OD pairs that have macro-paths transversing
through congested reservoirs, especially during peak hours.

1. Introduction

The Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram (MFD) relates average density to average flow in the urban network (Mahmassani et al.,
1984; Daganzo, 2007) and has evolved as a promising tool for urban traffic management. The empirical existence of MFD was first
reported by Geroliminis and Daganzo (2008) for the city of Yokohama, Japan under certain homogeneity assumptions. Since then,
several applications like traffic state estimation (Knoop and Hoogendoorn, 2014; Yildirimoglu and Geroliminis, 2014; Kavianipour
et al., 2019), perimeter control (Haddad and Mirkin, 2017; Ampountolas et al., 2017; Sirmatel and Geroliminis, 2018; Mohajerpoor
et al., 2019), congestion pricing (Gu et al., 2018), route guidance (Yildirimoglu et al., 2015) and cruising for parking (Cao and
Menendez, 2015; Leclercq et al., 2017), etc. have been proposed based on the MFD approach.

Accurate estimates of the MFD, trip length distributions and path flow coefficients are crucial for predicting accurate predictions
from MFD models. Most of the applications founded on the MFD assume a well-defined MFD relation for the urban network under
consideration. However, in reality, the estimation of the MFD for urban networks is far from trivial. There are two main types of data
sources namely, Loop Detector Data (LDD) and Floating Car Data (FCD) to estimate the MFD. Most of the empirical MFDs proposed in
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the literature are based on LDD or FCD or a combination of both data sources (Ambühl et al., 2017). Wang et al. (2015) and
Ampountolas and Kouvelas (2015) used LDD to estimate empirical MFDs for the urban networks of Sendai, China and Chania, Greece,
respectively. The main limitation of the data derived from LDDs is the placement and distribution of loop-detectors. Buisson and
Ladier (2009) demonstrated that the slope of the MFD depends on the distance of loop-detectors from downstream traffic signals.
Although a methodological framework was proposed by Leclercq et al. (2014) to compute the average density on the link based on
the placement of loop-detectors, network coverage remains a major limitation when calibrating an accurate MFD (Courbon and
Leclercq, 2011; Ambühl and Menendez, 2016). More recently, Shim et al. (2019) studied the bifurcations in empirical an MFD that
was estimated by roadside detectors while Alonso et al. (2019) analyzed the shape of empirical MFD for urban corridors using LDD.
On the other hand, FCD is more attractive than its counterpart, as it provides vehicular trajectory data. Typically, FCD is provided by
taxis either by Global Positioning System (GPS) or mobile phones. FCD was used to estimate and empirical MFD (Geroliminis and
Daganzo, 2008; Bazzani et al., 2011; Tsubota et al., 2014), traffic monitoring (Herrera et al., 2010) and travel time estimation (Jie
et al., 2011). Beibei et al. (2018) and Ambühl and Menendez (2016) estimated an empirical MFD by merging LCD and FCD data.
Shoufeng et al. (2013) used the combination of GPS data and visually counted traffic to estimate the MFD for the Central Business
District (CBD) of the city of Changsha in China. As stated above most of the works that employ FCD use only GPS data from taxis, as
the GPS data of private cars are not readily available. Hence, the penetration rate of taxis is a potential limiting factor for estimating
robust MFD from FCD (Du et al., 2016). Knoop et al. (2018) used large scale FCD to estimate the empirical MFD of Amsterdam by
assuming a constant penetration rate. Ji and Geroliminis (2012, in press) discussed the importance of computing accurate penetration
rates for MFD estimation using the GPS data of taxis. Recently, Huang et al. (2019) used the GPS data from taxis, private cars and
public buses to estimate a 3D-MFD for the city of Shenzhen, China.

Another key ingredient of the MFD-based modeling framework is the set of macro-paths and their corresponding trip length
distributions. It is not trivial to estimate either macro-paths or their trip lengths using LDD without any other equipment. On the other
hand, FCD from taxis can be processed to obtain a distribution of trip lengths. However, FCD are generally sparse and fail to capture
the repetitive trips frequently made by users/residents. Most of the works proposed in the context of the MFD-based framework
assume a constant trip length inside the reservoir. However, it was concluded that using a single mean trip length inside the reservoir
might introduce a significant error in traffic dynamics (Yildirimoglu and Geroliminis, 2014; Kouvelas et al., 2017) deduced. The
importance of estimating accurate and reliable trip lengths in the context of MFD-based simulation was discussed in-detail in Batista
et al. (2019, 2020). However, due to the lack of empirical data, the authors of the mentioned built a virtual set of shortest path trips
by randomly sampling the origins and destinations in the network. Similarly, it is difficult to observe path flow distributions along
each macro-path with existing LDD or FCD data sources. Yildirimoglu et al. (2015) used Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) principle
to estimate the path flow distribution in the context of route guidance. Most often DTA problems assume User Equilibrium (UE),
Stochastic User Equilibrium (SUE) or Bounded Rational User Equilibrium (BRUE) conditions Batista et al. (2019). However, recent
studies (Mariotte et al., 2020) have shown that UE route choice discipline may not be valid for macro-paths and large-scale networks.

As mobile phone data is increasingly readily available, they provide an attractive alternative to traditional data sources. Although
numerous works have addressed the question of empirical MFD calibration, only a few of them specifically targeted the use of mobile
phone data. This type of data has specific challenging characteristics like heterogeneous time-resolution and variable penetration
rates in space and time. These issues are appropriately addressed in the framework proposed. The scope of the current work goes
beyond the estimation of MFD shape only by proposing a unified framework to estimate all the required MFD model parameters, i.e.,
trip lengths and path flow distributions from Location Based Service (LBS) data. This type of data is generated by the smartphone
Apps, which share their location data actively with the App developer. The positioning of the user device is provided by either GPS or
Wi-Fi. Recently, LBS data have been used to propose frameworks for data driven metrics like Origin–Destination (OD) matrix esti-
mation (Jin et al., 2014), and travel route identification (Hsieh et al., 2015), etc. One obvious advantage of LBS over FCD data is that
the former ensure wide coverage of the population in the urban network and therefore, high penetration rates are observed. As
already stated, LBS data have a highly variable sampling interval, which can vary from a few seconds to a few minutes. A larger
sampling interval implies a larger sampling distance and therefore inaccuracies in the distance traveled are inevitable in the case of
urban networks. This work proposes a method to enhance the data with large sampling intervals by using map-matching techniques.
In parallel, it also introduces a framework to estimate time dependent penetration rates. The secondary contribution of this work is
the empirical estimation of trip length distributions. A static analysis is proposed, which yields the major macro-paths (or regional
paths) along with their trip length distributions for a given OD pair. Yildirimoglu and Geroliminis (2014) showed that it is important
to consider the dynamic variation of the trip lengths inside a region using micro-simulation studies. However, the empirical esti-
mation of this so-called dynamic mean trip length is still an open question. Thus, dynamic analysis is also presented to study the
variations in mean trip lengths during on-and off-peak hours. It is concluded that there exists a well-defined correlation between
mean trip lengths and mean speeds at the regional level using the present data. The final part of the manuscript discusses the
estimation of path flow distribution and UE gaps in the network. This gives valuable information about how far the network is from
the UE state and it can help to better review equilibrium models at this scale. In addition, path flow coefficients and gap values can be
used to validate the DTA models and calibrate the DTA parameters.

Overall, the contributions of the present work can be summarized as follows:

• A computationally efficient trip enrichment scheme is proposed to map-match the data and increase sampling frequency. One of
the major drawbacks of LBS data is the variable sampling interval thus the technique proposed enhances the spatial and temporal
resolution of trajectories. In addition, the method preserves the original pattern or structure of the underlying trip.
• Most works assume a priori a known constant penetration rate in the estimation of mean flow and density. This work proposes
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time-dependent penetration rates at two different aggregation levels, namely OD-specific and origin-specific. Using empirical data
it is shown that penetration rates are time-dependent and that assuming a time-invariant constant penetration rate significantly
influences the shape of the estimated MFD.
• The importance of estimating the accurate distribution of trip lengths in the MFD-based framework has already been extensively
discussed in the literature. The present work is the first to compute empirical trip length distributions using real data.
Furthermore, it provides the first empirical evidence of the variation of mean trip length with time (dynamic mean trip length),
which was previously shown only with simulation studies. Besides, this work is also first to propose a well-defined correlation
between the trip detour ratio and mean speeds that can be used in MFD-based simulations to adjust the trip lengths with the
network traffic states.
• Another important component in the MFD-based modeling framework are path flow coefficients. It is possible to observe path
flow coefficients only at the regional level and they are often computed using DTA assuming UE conditions. The proposed
framework estimates the empirical path flow distributions and concludes that they are time-dependent. In addition, UE gaps are
estimated empirically, and can be used to validate the UE hypothesis in at the regional path level.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the details of data and data processing techniques are presented; then, in Section 3,
the trip enhancement method used to improve the trajectory data for trips with sparse data points is discussed. Afterwards, a
description of the computation of macroscopic variables and penetration rates is given in Section 4 followed in Section 5 by a
presentation of the estimated MFDs and discussion on the penetration rates. In Section 6, the static and dynamic analysis of trip
lengths are presented and, finally, Sections 7 and 8 consist of a discussion on the estimation of path flow distributions and UE gaps,
respectively, based on the data.

2. Description and processing of data

2.1. Data details

The data contain the positioning of smartphone devices either by GPS or WiFi Positioning System (WPS) for the city of Dallas,
Texas, in the United States, for a period of 2 months from March, 2017 to April, 2017. Dallas is one of the most populous cities in the
US with an estimated 1.3 m inhabitants. In the present work, downtown Dallas and its neighboring suburbs as shown in Fig. 1a are
considered to calibrate the MFD models. Fig. 1b shows the link level representation of the area under consideration, which extends
across 160 km2 and contains 18,386 nodes and 48,287 links. The length of the road network is 4800 km, which includes all types of
roads. The raw data contain an anonymized user ID, timestamp, longitude, latitude and uncertainty regarding location. The data
consists of 85,434 users and there are around 22 m records available for processing. Fig. 2a shows the visitation map for the area
considered for a period of 14 days. It is clear from the heat map that the data are more concentrated in downtown Dallas and the
major arterials surrounding downtown. LBS data are only generated when users interact with a location sharing application on
smartphones. At the same time, different applications use location data at different frequencies. For instance, applications that use
map-related services share their location more actively than others. Therefore, LBS data have different sampling intervals that range
from a few seconds to a few minutes. A sampling interval is defined as the time difference between two consecutive records. Fig. 2b
presents the probability distribution of the sampling intervals of the raw data for the month of March, 2017. Although a large fraction
of users have sampling intervals around 100 s, it can be noticed from the distribution that there are peaks at 600 s and around 1000 s.
A large sampling interval is a limitation while computing macroscopic variables like total traveled distance, trip length, etc. This issue

Fig. 1. Dallas network: map of the area and its link level description. (a) Map of the Dallas, TX ©OpenStreetMap 2019. (b) Link level representation
of Dallas.
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is addressed in the following sections by introducing a map matching scheme and by re-constructing the trajectory of the trip that has
large sampling intervals.

2.2. Trip segmentation

Data selection and the segmentation of individual records into trips are discussed in detail in Xu et al. (2020) and a similar
approach is used in this work. Data processing is done in various stages to extract useful and representative data. Firstly, records that
have an uncertainty of more than 100 m are removed from the analysis. These LBS data contain different types of users like residents,
tourists, people using highways, etc. Several users leave either very few records or stay for a very short period of time. In order to
obtain representative trips from regular users of the urban network, it is necessary to filter the users with few records. Hence, only
users with more than 1000 records that span across 30 days are considered in the present work. The resulting fraction of active users
and selected records are 25% and 93%, respectively.

The following step consists in segmenting the records of each user into individual trips. This is done in two stages namely coarse
segmentation and fine segmentation. As the names suggest, the first stage involves the coarse segmentation of selected records into
trips. The second stage deals with the refinement of already segmented trips, either by splitting them into further trips or removing
the records in the trips that do not comply with the user movement. In the coarse segmentation, the records are clustered into the
trips based on the following assumptions. Firstly, the user starts a new trip if the time elapsed from the previous record is more than
30 min. Finally, only trips that have at least 5 records are selected to have more robust trip information. The second stage refines the
already segmented trips in order to enhance trip quality. In this stage, the mean speed between consecutive records is monitored and
those that have a mean speed of less than 4 km h 1 are removed from the trips. This method ensures that the records are clustered into
representative individual trips and yields a total of 3.3 m trips.

2.3. Mode detection

The segmented trips can represent a variety of transport modes like subway, trams, buses, etc. Transportation mode detection is a
crucial step in analyzing the GPS traces of mobile phone data. Many works that address the problem of mode detection can be found
in the literature. They mainly fall within three different categories, namely machine learning algorithms (Reddy et al., 2008; Zhang
et al., 2012; Montoya et al., 2015), probabilistic methods (Chen and Bierlaire, 2015) and decision criteria techniques (Mun et al.,
2008; Gong et al., 2012). Although high detection accuracy was reported for most of the works, many challenges remain regarding
research on mode detection (Feng and Timmermans, 2016; Nikolić and Bierlaire, 2017; Yang et al., 2018b). For instance, it is very
difficult to characterize a slow-moving bicycle and a brisk walker. On the other hand, using additional Geographic Information
System (GIS) tools can enhance the quality of results. However, this is achieved at a huge computational cost in order to process the
data.

The analysis of the light-rail trips is done based on the decision criteria method proposed in Gong et al. (2012). There are a total of
4 light-rail lines that cover approximately 150 km with 64 stations. For each raw trip, the distances from the trip origin location to all
the light-rail stations are estimated. Similarly, the distance from the destination to all the stations is also computed. If both origin and
destination are within 100 m of two different light-rail stations, it is marked as a possible light-rail trip for further verification. Now, a
distance matrix is computed between all the records of the selected trip to all the light-rail station locations. Using this estimated
distance matrix, stations are identified where the distance between a particular station location to any record in the trip is less than
100 m. If the stations identified are within the origin and destination stations, the trip is marked as a light-rail trip. This simple
method filters all the light-rail trips in the area considered. It can be noticed that this method yields a total number of 8652 of trips
out of 3.3 m. This corresponds to a mere 0.2 % of total trips. A technique similar to that used to detect light-rail trips can be used for
separating bus trips. However, current OpenStreetMap (OSM) GIS data lack information on all the bus stop locations in Dallas. In

Fig. 2. Heat map and sampling rate distribution of the raw LBS data for selected days in March 2017. (a) Visitation map. The contour gives the log
scale of the number of data records in the visitation map. (b) Distribution of sampling rates.
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addition, there are a total of 11000 bus stops in the Dallas area and thus the present decision based method will require a significant
computation time to detect the trips. Moreover, as very small fraction of trips are classified as light-rail trips, it is assumed that other
public transit modes have similar proportions in the present raw data because of low public transit usage in Dallas. Likewise, trips
that have an average speed of less than 5 km h 1 over the course of the whole trip are classified as walking or pedestrian trips (Gong
et al., 2012; Nikolić and Bierlaire, 2017) and removed from the analysis. Since the objectives of the current work lie elsewhere,
extensive mode detection is not adopted.

2.4. Post-processing of segmented trips

However, there are few trips, especially by taxis or ride sharing vehicles, that have unusually long trip lengths or travel times. In
reality, they are sequences of individual trips that are compounded as one long trip. This is due to the very short duration between
two different trips. The occupancy of taxis tends to be high close to downtown and the idle time between the trips can be almost non-
existent. On the one hand, having these types of compound trips does not influence the estimation of macroscopic variables like
distance and time traveled. On the other hand, they can introduce bias in trip length distributions. Hence, care is taken to remove
these types of aggregated trips for the estimation of trip lengths. This is done by comparing the network shortest path distance to the
actual trip distance for a given trip. If the actual trip length is more than twice the network shortest path distance, that trip is removed
from the trip length analysis. It was already shown in Yang et al. (2018a) using taxi GPS data for different sized cities that detour ratio
(ratio of actual trip distance to straight line distance) follows a universal law with an asymptotic value around 1.3. It is shown in
Appendix A that this ratio holds true for Dallas as well. Moreover, the ratio reduces to 1.16, when network shortest distance is used
instead of straight line distance. Therefore, the present assumption of marking trips that have twice the distance of network shortest
distance as unusual trips and eventually eliminating them for trip length analysis is justified. It should be noted that in the present
work this technique removes a very small proportion of trips, thereby improving the trip length analysis without eliminating sig-
nificant data.

If the sampling interval between consecutive records in a trip is large, depending on the speed of the vehicle, the distance covered
within this interval can be significantly long. Assuming traveled distance as straight line distance between two records that are far
away can introduce considerable errors. In the current work, the great-circle distance is used to take the curvature of the planet into
account and it is estimated using the Haversine formula (Sinnott, 1984). It can be expressed as follows:

= +d R2 arcsin sin
2

cos cos sin
2

,2
1 2

2

(1)

where =R 6372.8 km is the radius of the Earth and , are differences in latitudes and longitudes, respectively.
When two GPS coordinates are far apart, even the distance computed by the Haversine formula leads to an inaccurate estimation

of traveled distance, especially when the points lie on different links in the network. One trivial solution to minimize the biases in the
traveled distances is to choose the trips that have records relatively close to each other. In the first step, trips for which the con-
secutive records are within a radius of 500 m to each other are selected. This filtration process reduces the total number of trips to
290000, i.e., 9% of the segmented raw trips. This averages to around 4700 trips per day for a relatively large area under investigation.
In order to make use of all the available data, a trip enrichment method based on the map matching scheme is proposed in this work
to enhance the spatial resolution of trips that have sparse records. The method employed is illustrated in the following section.

3. Trip enrichment method

The main idea behind the enrichment method is to find the network shortest path between the sparse records of a given trip. Two
important tools are used in this context, namely OSMnx (Boeing, 2017), which is a Python package used to analyze road networks,
and NetworkX (Hagberg et al., 2008), another Python package used to study the dynamics of road networks. The enrichment method
is explained with an example in the following.

Fig. 3a shows three sample trips with sparse records from the given data. All three trips have either 3 or 4 records for relatively
long trip lengths of around 10 km. The result is a very poor spatial resolution of the trajectory of the trip, which is shown in Fig. 3a. It
is also evident that the trips either start or end close to the downtown region of Dallas and end in the suburbs of the city, which
suggest they are realistic trips across the city that span a considerable amount of time. Using Haversine distance between the
successive data points of each trip introduces a huge approximation in the traveled distances. Furthermore, the traveled time esti-
mation is unaffected due to the sparse records. The combination of these two phenomena can influence the shape of the MFD and
result in poor trip length estimation. Hence, it is desirable to map the trajectory of the trip with respect to the underlying road
network as closely as possible.

In the current work, trips are enriched using the spatial geometry of the network. OSMnx contains the information of the whole
network in the form of links and nodes. For each trip, the distance between successive records is estimated. If the distance is longer
than a threshold, defined a priori, the locations of the nearest nodes close to the GPS positions of those records are obtained. The
threshold distance can be defined depending on the average block size of the road network. In the current case of Dallas, the block
size in the downtown area is smaller than that in the suburban areas. It is possible to define different threshold distances based on the
location of the trip in the current framework. For the sake of simplicity, a constant threshold distance of 200 m is assumed in the
present work. Once the locations of the nodes are obtained between the sparse data records, the network shortest path between these
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two nodes is computed using NetworkX library. The network shortest path is represented as the sequence of nodes at each inter-
section between the given two nodes. Consequently, the GPS locations of the nodes in the network shortest path are added to the trip
between these two sparse records. Fig. 3b presents the traces of the trips considered after computing the network shortest paths
between the sparse records. It can be clearly seen that the trajectory of each trip is matched to the network after the enrichment
process.

Another trivial method used to enrich the trips is to estimate the network shortest path between the origin and destination
locations of each trip. However, this method fails to capture the longer paths that users tend to take during peak hour congestion
periods. On the contrary, the trip enrichment scheme proposed in the current work keeps the original structure of the actual trip,
while only adding the network shortest path between the records that are sparsely placed. Hence, this can be considered as the closest
approximation to the actual path that the user had taken. The main advantage of this method is that the enriched trips conform to the
actual network, which can be observed in Fig. 3b. The main limitation is that the travel time on the computed network shortest path
might not be consistent with the actual travel time between these two records. Using the speed data on individual links, it is possible
to estimate the travel time for the computed network shortest path. If this travel time is inconsistent with the actual travel time, i.e.,
the difference between the timestamps of the records, another network path that satisfies the actual travel time must be estimated.
However, this demands considerable computational resources due to the huge mass of data in the present case. Moreover, it is shown
in the subsequent sections that the errors of the present framework are within an acceptable tolerance.

Whenever the trajectory of a trip is enhanced between two sparse records, timestamps are also interpolated to match the spatial
data. The timestamps are interpolated based on the average speed between the two records in the original trajectory. Hence, this
method transforms the sparse spatial and temporal data into dense data, thereby improving the overall accuracy of traveled distances.
Fig. 4a and b present a sample set of traces of trips before and after the enrichment method, respectively. It is clear from the plots that
the original trips have sparse records and that enhancing the trips results in high resolution traces. It is noteworthy that the trips in
Fig. 4a and b are randomly sampled and do not correspond to the same set of trips.

Fig. 3. Trip enhancement method. (a) Original traces of low resolution trips. (b) Traces of the trips after the enrichment method.

Fig. 4. Trip enhancement method. (a) Randomly sampled original traces. (b) Traces after the enrichment method.
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4. Computation of macroscopic variables

4.1. Partitioning of the network

The partitioning of the network considered into homogeneous reservoirs is the first step in the estimation of macroscopic traffic
variables. A prerequisite of obtaining a well-defined MFD is to partition the network into homogeneous subnetworks (Geroliminis and
Sun, 2011). Partitioning algorithms have been proposed in the literature, based on the properties of links (Ji and Geroliminis, 2012;
Saeedmanesh and Geroliminis, 2016) and on traffic data (Ambühl et al., in press). As the primary objective of the current work is to
propose a methodology to estimate the parameters of MFD-based models using mobile phone data, a rather simple partitioning
method is used. However, it should be noted that the present framework can be used with any of the partitioning schemes proposed in
the literature. Moreover, in order to observe and study congestion patterns during peak periods, it is imperative to consider a more
sophisticated partition. The network considered is divided into 5 reservoirs, as shown in Fig. 5. The rationale behind the partition is
to have one reservoir for the downtown region and divide the suburbs around downtown into similar sized reservoirs. They are
divided in such a way that all of them have an equal number of free-ways. It is important to place the boundaries of the reservoirs in-
between road networks and along roads that should be avoided. Generally, the boundaries of partitions are placed along the roads,
where adjacent zones share their widths. Since GPS data have uncertainties, placing a boundary on the road might result in trips that
alternate between two adjacent reservoirs, even though they belong wholly to one of these neighboring reservoirs. This can introduce
biases in the estimation of MFDs and trip length distributions for these two adjacent reservoirs. This effect is more pronounced if
boundaries are placed along major arterials and freeways, where higher mean flows are observed. These types of alternating trips can
be avoided by placing boundaries within the blocks of the road network and it is the reason for the irregularity of the boundary in the
present partitioning.

4.2. Error estimation of trip enrichment scheme

In this section, the error in traveled distances introduced by the proposed trip enrichment method is estimated. In order to do so,
trips from the raw data with high spatial resolution, i.e., trips that have successive records within a radius of 200 m from their
neighbors, are chosen for each OD pair. Since the records of these trips are relatively close to each other, they conform with the
network topology. This set of trips for each OD pair is considered as the reference set, say L{ }f , to estimate the error in the traveled
distances. The idea is to transform these high-resolution reference trips to low resolution ones, say L{ }c , by randomly removing the
intermediate records of each trip. In this work, 70% of records are removed for each reference trip while keeping the origin and the
destination records unchanged. The mean sampling interval of the high resolution reference trips is 9.5 s, whereas it increases to 42 s,
a fivefold increase, after the removal of data records. Moreover, the sampling distance, i.e., distance traveled within a sampling
interval, is a better indicator for studying the accuracy of the trip enrichment method. Fig. 6 presents the probability distribution of
sampling distances of the original high resolution trips and low resolution trips after removing the records. It is evident that data
records are further apart in the low-resolution data. The mean sampling distance in the high and low resolution trips are 93 m and
313 m, respectively.

Now, these low-resolution reference trips are enriched using the enrichment method discussed in the previous section to obtain
the map matched trip trajectories. The enriched trips are denoted by L{ }e . As the variable of interest in the current work is traveled
distance, the error is estimated based on the difference in the trip distances between high resolution reference trips and enriched
trips. Table 1 presents the percentage of relative Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of all the reference trips for the major OD pairs. It is
clear from the error values that the enrichment scheme is very accurate in terms of traveled distances. Only the OD pairs for which
there are more than 1000 reference trips are presented in the table; the error values for the remaining OD pairs are also between
range 5 to 7 %. Table 2 shows the average trip lengths of the reference (Lf ), low resolution (Lc) and enriched (Le) trips inside each

Fig. 5. Dallas network partition. (a) Dallas network partition ©OpenStreetMap 2019. (b) Link level representation of reservoirs.
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Fig. 6. Sampling distances for high and low-resolution trips used in error estimation of trip enrichment technique. (a) Original high resolution trips.
(b) Low resolution trips after removal of records.

Table 1
Relative RMSE in % of the trip enrichment method for the reference trips.

OD Error # trips OD Error # trips

1–1 7.6 3629 3–1 6.2 1802
1–2 5.6 1052 3–3 4.9 10182
1–3 5.5 1766 4–4 5.5 1429
2–1 5.8 1321 5–5 5.0 4742
2–2 5.7 9403

Table 2
Average trip lengths of the reference trips inside each reservoir.

Res. Lf (m) Lc (m) Le (m) Lf Le

Lf
in %

1 1097 858 1068 2.6
2 1414 1254 1385 2.0
3 1530 1323 1515 0.9
4 1480 1302 1448 2.1
5 1589 1380 1545 2.7

Fig. 7. Randomly sampled reference low resolution and enriched trips for all OD pairs. (a) Reference low resolution trip samples for all OD pairs. (b)
Reference enriched trip samples for all OD pairs.
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reservoir. It is evident that low resolution trips under-predict trip lengths by range 10 to 20 % on average in all the reservoirs. In
addition, the enrichment method yields very good approximations of actual trip distances, where errors less than 3 % are observed.
Thus, it can be concluded that the proposed trip enrichment technique gives very good approximations of actual traveled distances.
Fig. 7 shows the sample reference low resolution and enriched traces. Although the major arterials are well represented in the low
resolution traces, there is considerable scatter between the arterials. This is corrected in the enriched traces, where the trip trajec-
tories conform well with the underlying network. Hence, it can be concluded that the errors introduced from the proposed trip
enrichment scheme are within the acceptable limits for the present purpose of estimating macroscopic variables.

4.3. Estimation of macroscopic variables and penetration rates

According to the generalized definitions of Edie (1963) and Nagle and Gayah (2014), average network density (k) and flow (q) can
be expressed as,

= == =k
TT

L T
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TD
L T

/
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where TTi and TDi are the time traveled and distance covered on a link l, respectively, Ln is the total network length, T is the
aggregation interval, N is the total number of links in the network and is the penetration rate and defined as the number of probe
vehicles to the total number of vehicles in the network. In the present work, an aggregation interval of 15 min is used. It is clear from
eq. (2) that the density is computed using Total Traveled Time (TTT) and the flow is estimated by Total Traveled Distance (TTD) in
the network. In eq. (2), the sum is calculated over the total number of probe vehicle trajectories P.

It is necessary to estimate the penetration rate ( ) of the vehicles to compute network-wide macroscopic variables. A constant
penetration rate as in eq. (2) can be estimated by using the traffic counts from fixed loop detectors and trips that pass at the
corresponding locations in the data. However, this method gives a mean penetration rate that does not account for network het-
erogeneity and thus, it might not be accurate enough. It was already concluded that using an OD specific penetration rate is important
for estimating an accurate MFD (Du et al., 2016). Generally, higher penetration rates are observed in the downtown area compared to
suburban areas. In the same way, higher rates are normally observed at peak hours compared to off-peak hours. Thus, it is important
to consider the spatial and temporal variation of penetration rates.

The current work proposes two different types of penetration rate, namely OD specific ( od) and origin specific penetration rates
( o). It is possible to estimate the trip OD matrix for a given aggregation interval from mobile phone data based on the departure time
of each trip. The trip OD matrix is estimated for each aggregation interval and each day separately. Let Nod p

I
, be the number of probe

trips from data between origin o and destination d, starting within the aggregation interval I. Similarly, Nod n
I

, is the total number of
trips in the network within that interval I. Now, the OD specific penetration rate at aggregation interval I can be defined as,
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the actual network, respectively. Then, the origin specific penetration rate can be expressed as,
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where r is the total number of macroscopic reservoirs in the network. Estimating probe trips between OD pairs for each aggregation
interval from data is straightforward as trip trajectories and corresponding timestamps are available. Thus, to compute the proposed
time-dependent OD specific and origin-specific penetration rates, it is necessary to have information on the dynamic OD matrix of the
entire network.

4.4. Estimation of dynamic OD matrix

In the current work, the dynamic OD matrix is estimated by fusing data from two different sources. The available data sources in
this context are:

• A static OD matrix provided by the North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG, 2019) for the morning peak period,
i.e., 06:30 AM to 08:59 AM. This matrix contains the cumulative number of vehicles traveling from one region to another. These
regions are defined by the NCTCOG and they are typically smaller than the partition presented in Fig. 5.
• The second source of data is obtained from loop detectors. The data of total traffic counts of loop detectors placed all over the
Dallas city network are made available by the NCTCOG. A few loop detectors that cover the area considered are chosen and the
traffic counts of these loop detectors are used in the analysis.

Since daily traffic (total counts for a 24-h period) on each loop detector can vary widely, traffic counts on each loop detector are
normalized by the daily traffic of that particular loop-detector. For instance, if loop detector LDi has a traffic count tci

I in an
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aggregation interval I, then the normalized traffic count will be tc
tc
i
I

I i
, where daily traffic (dti) is defined as tcI i. Using these

normalized traffic counts on each loop-detector, an average normalized count in each aggregation interval is estimated, i.e.,
=tc̄I

i
tc

tc
i
I

I i
. The average normalized traffic counts curve is used as a proxy for the daily demand pattern in Dallas.

Fig. 8b shows the computed average normalized traffic counts curve for a typical day. The morning peak is observed between
08:00 and 08:30 and the evening peak is observed between 17:00 and 17:30. The objective is now to transform the available static OD
matrix into a dynamic one using this normalized traffic count curve. Let us consider that for a given OD pair od, dynamic traffic
counts follow the curve presented in 8b. Notice that the traffic counts here correspond to total vehicle counts within an aggregation
interval. The NCTCOG OD matrix data correspond to the shaded area in the graph. In other words, the area under the shaded part
gives the cumulative number of vehicles moving between the considered OD pair. Let us consider that TCod

I is the traffic count at an
aggregation interval I. Since it is already assumed that the normalized traffic count of all OD pairs follows the curve presented in 8b, it
is imperative that = tc̄ITC

TC
od
I

I od
. Since tc̄I is already known and TCod

I is known for aggregation intervals between 06:30 and 08:59, it is

possible to compute the daily traffic of the given OD pair, i.e., =DT TCod I od. It can be expressed as,
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Once the daily traffic of the OD pair is estimated, the traffic counts at any aggregation interval can be computed as TC tc̄I od
I I . This

method fuses the static OD matrix data and the dynamic traffic count curve to estimate the dynamic OD matrix for a typical day.
Table 3 gives the total number of vehicles for the macroscopic OD pairs, i.e., vehicle counts from one reservoir to another for a 24 h
period.

As the OD matrix typically provides trip production and trip attraction data, penetration rates should be computed based on the
departure times of trips. Consider a trip i starting within an aggregation interval I between the OD pair od with a traveled time and a
distance of TTi and TDi, respectively. The expanded travel distance (TDi

e) and the expanded travel time (TTi
e) for the whole network

using two types of penetration rate for that trajectory can be expressed as,
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where suffixes/prefixes od and o represent expansion done by OD and origin specific penetration factors, respectively, and Ip is the

Fig. 8. Dynamic OD matrix calibration method. (a) Mean of normalized traffic counts from LDD. (b) Expanding the static OD matrix into a dynamic
one.

Table 3
Total traffic counts (× 104) for 24 h period.

Reservoir 1 2 3 4 5

1 7.9 3.4 2.6 0.5 0.7
2 4.8 7.2 1.8 0.2 0.4
3 7.0 4.4 6.5 0.4 0.2
4 1.7 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.1
5 4.0 3.0 0.7 0.2 2.2
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aggregation interval corresponding to the departure time of trip i. Following eq. (2), k and q can be estimated. Finally, the total length
of the network Ln is estimated per reservoir to compute mean density and mean flow. Only major roads are considered in the
estimation of total network length. The flow on residential roads is typically very low, hence they are neglected. Moreover, total
network length is used to normalize only the Total Traveled Time and Total Traveled Distance to express them in terms of mean flow
and density. Table 4 shows the resulting lengths of the road networks per reservoir.

As it will be shown in Section 5, both OD specific and origin specific penetration rates yield very similar MFD shapes. Thus, if the
OD matrix data is not available, origin specific penetration rates can be estimated using the census data. The population data is
readily available in most cases and can be used as a proxy for the trip production for each aggregate zone. This population data, along
with the LDD, can be used to build a dynamic trip production matrix. Thus, census data can be used in place of OD matrix data in the
proposed framework to estimate the time dependent penetration rates.

5. Estimation of penetration rates and MFDs

5.1. MFD estimation

The mean densities and flows for each aggregation interval for each day are estimated using eqs. (2). Only data from weekdays,
which are 43 in total, are considered in the analysis to estimate a stable and reproducible MFD. A mean MFD for each reservoir can be
estimated by considering all weekdays. However, specific events like accidents, road works, etc. or weather conditions can influence
the shape of MFD on certain days. Since the information of historical events is not available, the data is filtered based on the
estimated MFD shape. Another important factor to consider in this context is the phenomenon of hysteresis in the MFD for the urban
networks (Buisson and Ladier, 2009; Leclercq and Paipuri, 2019). It is normal to observe hysteresis loops in the MFD due to network
heterogeneity, demand pattern and driver behavior, etc. However, the loading of the network from near empty state, which is usually
observed during late night hours, is more stable and reproducible. Hence, a parabolic curve is fitted for the MFDs estimated for each
weekday for the data point ranging from midnight until the morning peak hour, i.e. 08:00 AM in the present case. Only days that
show a similar MFD shape are chosen to compute the mean MFD for each reservoir. In the present case, it is observed that on average
18 days present similar MFD shapes. However, it should be noted that these 18 days can be different days for different reservoirs.
Day-to-day MFDs are shown for reservoirs 1, 2 and 3 in Appendix B for selected days.

Fig. 9 shows the estimated flow MFDs for the reservoirs, where the macroscopic variables are computed by the OD specific
penetration rate. Firstly, it can be noticed that all the MFD curves are relatively stable with very little scatter. Reservoir 1 undergoes
the highest flow rate among all the reservoirs in the region considered. From Fig. 5a, it is clear that this reservoir corresponds to the
downtown Dallas area and hence, a higher mean flow is observed. Another important inference to be made from the MFD plots is the
presence of clockwise hysteresis loops in the MFDs. Different colors of the data points correspond to the different times of day to
differentiate the loading and unloading phases of the morning and evening peak hours. It can be noticed that data points from 12:01
AM to 08:00 AM in estimated MFDs have higher flow values than others. This is the result of the hysteresis phenomenon. It can be
seen in the speed MFDs in Fig. 10 that mean speed tends to be higher during the network loading from midnight to the morning peak
hour than the rest of the day. That trend is translated on the production MFD plane, where higher flows are observed during the
morning loading period.

Reservoirs 1 and 3 in Fig. 9a and c, respectively, exhibit clearer hysteresis during the morning peak hour. Using Google typical
traffic data, it is noticed that there are several internal bottlenecks on major arterials and freeway networks in these two reservoirs 1
and 3, leading to severe local congestion. Previous studies (Leclercq and Paipuri, 2019) showed that multiple active bottlenecks in the
network saturation state trigger the hysteresis patterns in the network. Thus, the hysteresis loops observed in reservoirs 1 and 3 might
be the result of a similar mechanism. It is also observed that the freeway network in reservoir 2 is less congested and hence, a smaller
hysteresis loop is noticed. Finally, reservoirs 4 and 5 shown in Fig. 9d and e experience lower mean flows and densities and no
hysteresis loops. This may be due to less congestion in those regions. Other reasons include the lack of robust data in these zones and
the presence of large urban spaces for leisure activities.

Fig. 10 presents the mean speed MFDs using the OD specific penetration rate. The hysteresis phenomenon can be clearly observed
in the speed MFDs, while in Fig. 10a and c, the mean speed during loading is clearly higher than during unloading in the morning
peak hour. The estimated speed MFD in reservoir 4, which is shown in Fig. 10d, has comparatively large scatter. This is due to sparse
phone data in this reservoir. It can also be noted that the mean speed in reservoir 4 does not vary as much as other reservoirs. This is
due to the linear relationship that is observed between mean flow and mean density in Fig. 9d. It is logical that free flow speeds in
reservoirs 2 to 5 should be higher than in reservoir 1, which is a downtown area. It can be observed from the plots that the free-flow

Table 4
Total network length in km for each reservoir.

Reservoir Length of the network (km)

1 324.8
2 414.8
3 431.2
4 309.6
5 522.3
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speed of reservoirs 2 to 5 is higher than that of reservoir 1 and hence the estimated MFDs are verified qualitatively.
Fig. 11 presents the estimated flow MFDs using origin specific penetration rate for computing macroscopic variables. Firstly, it is

clear that the MFDs are qualitatively and quantitatively very similar to those presented in Fig. 9, where the OD specific penetration
rate is used in the computation of macroscopic variables. The hysteresis loops observed in reservoirs 1 and 3 in the previous case are

Fig. 9. Flow MFD estimates using OD specific penetration rate. (a) Reservoir 1. (b) Reservoir 2. (c) Reservoir 3. (d) Reservoir 4. (e) Reservoir 5.

Fig. 10. Speed MFD estimates using OD specific penetration rate. (a) Reservoir 1. (b) Reservoir 2. (c) Reservoir 3. (d) Reservoir 4. (e) Reservoir 5.
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also observed in the present case. However, scatter in the reservoir 5 in Fig. 11e is comparatively larger than the scatter in Fig. 9e.
This is true not only for reservoir 5 but also for all the reservoirs. This is clearly observed in the speed MFD plots shown in Fig. 12.
Although all the plots show a good relationship between mean speed and density, it is evident that the scatter in the present case is
relatively larger than in the previous case. This is expected as the OD specific penetration rate is more accurate than the origin

Fig. 11. Flow MFD estimates using origin specific penetration rate. (a) Reservoir 1. (b) Reservoir 2. (c) Reservoir 3. (d) Reservoir 4. (f) Reservoir 5.

Fig. 12. Speed MFD estimates using origin specific penetration rate. (a) Reservoir 1. (b) Reservoir 2. (c) Reservoir 3. (d) Reservoir 4. (f) Reservoir 5.
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specific counterpart. Expanding the macroscopic variables without considering the destination might result in overestimation in a few
OD pairs and underestimation in the rest. This can contribute to the scatter in the MFD, observed in Figs. 11 and 12. Despite the
presence of scatter, both the flow and speed MFDs show a reasonable correlation between the macroscopic variables.

5.2. Discussion on penetration rates

Fig. 13 shows the average penetration rates of probe vehicles from LBS data for each reservoir. It should be noted that according
to the present framework, penetration rates within the same aggregation interval are not the same and they depend on the departure
time of the trip as presented in eq. (6). Hence, multiple penetration rates are possible for the same aggregation interval as multiple
trips can co-exist during that period. Average penetration rates are computed by comparing the expanded macroscopic variables
estimated from LBS data to the OD matrix presented in Table 3. The estimated penetration rates for different days are again averaged
to obtain an average trend of variation of penetration rates during a typical day scenario. In order to obtain a representative trend,
only days that show similar MFD shape are considered to estimate average penetration rates. This is done for both OD specific and
origin specific penetration rates. The first inference from the plots is that both the proposed penetration rates show a very similar
trend, as expected. It can be observed that the peak penetration rates are obtained during morning and evening peak hours. This
phenomenon is can be seen clearly in reservoir 1, where two peaks, one in the morning and another in the evening, can be observed.
It is also evident that the variation of the penetration rate within a day cannot be neglected, and that using a mean penetration for the
whole day can lead to erroneous results.

In order to show the importance of considering time dependent penetration rates, MFD is estimated using a constant penetration
rate for a whole 24 h period. Fig. 14 presents the estimated MFDs using time averaged constant and time dependent penetration rates
for reservoir 1. It is clear from the plots that the MFD estimated using constant penetration has less scatter than its counterpart. In
other words, a smaller hysteresis loop is observed in Fig. 14a. At the same time, significant hysteresis pattern is observed in Fig. 14b,
where MFD is estimated using time dependent penetration rate. It can be inferred that using a constant penetration rate can de-
emphasize the presence of hysteresis with this particular type of data. The is due to the differences in penetration rates during

Fig. 13. Evolution of average penetration rates for each reservoir. (a) OD specific. (b) Origin specific.

Fig. 14. Comparison of MFDs using constant and time varying penetration rates for reservoir 1. (a) Time-averaged constant penetration rate. (b)
Time-dependent OD specific penetration rate.
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network loading and unloading phases. Thus, care should be taken while drawing inferences from MFDs estimated by such constant
penetration rate methods. Therefore, in order to accurately estimate the MFD shape using mobile phone data, it is necessary to take
into account the time dependency of penetration rates, especially during network loading and unloading periods.

Besides the temporal variation, the spatial variation of penetration rates is also an important factor to be considered in estimating
accurate MFDs. Fig. 15 presents the variation of time-averaged OD specific penetration rates in the downtown area of Dallas. Two
different aggregation intervals, one at peak hour and one at off-peak, are shown in Figs. 15a and b, respectively. It is evident that the
penetration rates are higher during the peak hour period than during the off-peak period. It can be seen in Fig. 15a that few segments
of the ring road have lower penetration rates. This is due to the fact that various freeways run very close to each other and that the
uncertainty on GPS coordinates can result in several freeways having a very low number of GPS records while their neighbors have
high numbers of records. As macroscopic variables are estimated at the network-wide level, this bias on certain links has no influence
on the calibrated parameters. It is clear from Fig. 15b that the links that underwent high penetration rates in the peak hour period
have moderate to low levels of penetration during the off-peak period. It is imperative to take into account that assuming a constant
penetration rate per reservoir can introduce significant errors in the estimated parameters.

Finally, discussion on penetration rates is concluded by presenting a study on the level of aggregation needed to estimate re-
presentative penetration rates. The results presented until now assume the network partition presented in Fig. 5 to estimate pene-
tration rates and MFDs. However, the static OD matrix obtained from NCTCOG assumes spatial aggregation at a finer level, with a
total number of 467 clusters. Thus, information on OD flows at a finer level of aggregation is available. This finer OD flow in-
formation can be used to estimate penetration rates. Since penetration rates are associated with a given trip and not underlying
partition, MFDs can be computed for any network partition assumed. In other words, two different partitions can be defined: (i) an
initial partition to compute penetration rates and (ii) a secondary partition to estimate the MFDs in each sub-network using the
penetration rates obtained from the first partition. These two partitions can be independent and there are no strong geometric
constraints necessary between them. The objective in the present context is to study how the spatial aggregation in so-called initial
partition can influence the shape of the estimated MFD in the secondary partition. It should be noted that MFDs are always estimated
for the partition presented in Fig. 5.

Three different levels of spatial aggregation are considered here, which are shown in Fig. 16. The spatial clusters provided by the
NCTCOG are merged into 50, 100 and 300 using the k-means clustering algorithm. The trip OD matrix and the actual OD matrix are

Fig. 15. Spatial distribution of OD specific penetration rates during peak and off-peak hours. (a) Morning peak hour: 08:45 AM – 09:00 AM. (b) Off
peak hour: 13:45 PM – 14:00 PM.

Fig. 16. Different spatial aggregations considered. (a) 50 clusters. (b) 100 clusters. (c) 300 clusters.
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estimated for each level of aggregation and, finally, the penetration rates are computed. The same approach presented in Section 4.3
is used to compute penetration rates and macroscopic variables. The only difference is that two different partitions are used in the
present case. Fig. 17 presents estimated MFDs for reservoirs 1 and 3 using OD specific penetration rates. The reference partition in
Fig. 5 is indicated, also plotted in the graphs as 5 clusters, to compare results. It is clear from the plots that each spatial cluster gives
different MFDs. Only reservoirs 1 and 3 are chosen to present results as they exhibit clear hysteresis loops and thus the differences in
the results are more obvious. An important inference here is that as the number of clusters increases, the peak density and flow values
decrease. The difference in peak flows between reference the 5 cluster cases and 300 cluster cases is approximately 300veh
h−1lane−1 for reservoir 1. A similar trend is noticed for reservoir 3 as well, where the smallest MFD is obtained with the finest spatial
clustering. This is due to an unaccounted flow that is lost because of finer spatial clustering. This can be better explained by studying
the properties of actual and trip OD matrices.

From Eq. 3, it is clear that if OD trips at a given aggregation interval, Nod p
I

, , is zero, the penetration rate is zero provided that the
actual OD trips, Nod n

I
, , is non-zero. This signifies that there are trips between a given OD pair in reality, but these OD trips are not

captured from the data and consequently, the flow between that OD pair at that aggregation interval is not captured. In other words,
if there are no trips segmented from the data between a given OD pair, the flow is implicitly assumed as zero between that OD pair.
This is the reason why lower flows are obtained for finer spatial clusters in Fig. 17. More and more OD pairs in the trip OD matrix
have zero trips as the size of the clusters decreases. Table 5 presents densities of actual and trip OD matrices for different levels of
aggregation. The density of a matrix is defined as the ratio of the number of non-zero elements to the total number of elements. Thus,
density gives information on non-zero trip OD pairs. The densities of the trip OD matrix are averaged for all the selected days
(between 06:00 AM to 20:00 PM) to estimate the mean density. In the case of 300 spatial clusters, the density of the trip OD matrix is
very low while the density of the actual OD matrix is close to one. This implies that there are non-zero flows between all the OD pairs
in reality, but the trip OD matrix has only one non-zero OD pair for every 100 OD pairs. As the number of clusters decreases, the
density of the trip OD matrix increases and for the reference case of 5 clusters, the density of the trip OD matrix is unity. Thus, the
reference partition accounts for the flow between all the OD pairs and is appropriately expanded using the actual OD matrix using
non-zero penetration rates.

A trivial solution for this limitation is to use a partition with fewer clusters that yields non zero penetration rates. In the present
context, the reference partition of 5 clusters yields the full trip OD matrix as the actual OD matrix. Then, the mean penetration rates
estimated from this reference partition can be assumed as reference penetration rates. For the cases of finer spatial clusters of 50, 100
and 300, since there are many OD pairs with zero trips, these so-called reference penetration rates can be used for these OD pairs to
account for the flow. This technique ensures that the whole flow in the actual OD matrix is taken into account and, at the same time,
penetration rates with finer spatial resolution can be obtained. Fig. 18 presents MFDs for reservoir 1 and 3 using the technique
discussed. It is clear that all the results yield similar MFDs with the same peak flow and densities. Similarly, the hysteresis phe-
nomenon is observed in all cases with a loop size similar to that of the reference case. This effect is less pronounced in the case of the

Fig. 17. Flow MFD estimates using the OD specific penetration rate. (a) Reservoir 1. (b) Reservoir 3.

Table 5
Density of trip and real OD matrices for different levels of aggregations.

No. of clusters. Density of trip OD matrix Density of actual OD matrix

5 (Ref.) 1.0 1.0
50 0.165 1.0
100 0.063 1.0
300 0.011 0.99
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origin specific penetration rate. As the origin specific penetration rate is estimated based on all trips that start within a given cluster, it
can be observed that in the present case the penetration rate is non-zero in most of the clusters. Hence, almost all the flow from the
actual OD matrix is taken into account. Fig. 19 shows MFDs for reservoirs 1 and 3 for different levels of aggregation using an origin
specific penetration rate. It is evident from the plots that all the MFDs have similar characteristics and shapes irrespective of the
number of clusters used. It is also clear that all the results conform with the reference partition case. Therefore, it can be concluded
that there is no need to consider a refined partition to estimate the penetration rates and partitioning at regional level is sufficient. In
case of using a finer spatial partition, care must be taken to define the boundaries of the partition such that the penetration rates
remain non-zero.

6. Trip length estimation

6.1. Static analysis

The second part of this work presents the details of trip length estimation from mobile phone data. As stated earlier, estimating
trip lengths is impossible without massive individual trajectories. Most of the works in the literature are based on network exploration
methods to build virtual trips (see (Batista et al., 2019) for review). The present type of mobile phone data, i.e., LBS data, provides a
unique opportunity to fill the gap in trip length estimation. Since the trajectory of each trip is readily available, it is possible to
represent trips based on reservoir sequences. Once the trips are clustered, major macro-paths between the macroscopic OD pairs can
be identified. Note that in the present section, all the macro-paths are represented as reservoir sequences. For instance, a trip that
starts in reservoir 1 and ends in 3 by crossing through reservoir 2 is indicated as 1 2 3.

Let us consider the macroscopic OD pair 4 2. From Fig. 5a, it is clear that there can be several possible macro-paths between the
OD pair considered like 4 1 2, 4 3 2, etc. Note that these are only a few sample macro-paths and still more realistic
combinations like 4 3 1 2, 4 1 3 2, etc. are possible in the partition considered. Assuming a single macro-path per OD

Fig. 18. Flow MFD estimates using OD specific penetration rate after correcting penetration rates. (a) Reservoir 1. (b) Reservoir 3.

Fig. 19. Flow MFD estimates using origin specific penetration rate. (a) Reservoir 1. (b) Reservoir 3.
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pair is too crude for accurately resolving traffic dynamics. On the other hand, considering all the possible and realistic macro-paths
between the OD pair adds complexity to the MFD-based simulation, thereby losing the spirit of the framework. This issue can be
appropriately addressed by using the trajectory data of mobile phones.

Fig. 20a shows randomly sampled trajectories estimated from phone data between the OD pair 4 2. At first, it is clear that most
of the trips cross the network in sequence 4 1 2. Hence, it can be assumed to be the major macro-path for the OD pair con-
sidered. However, it is clear from the plot that there are other macro-paths like 4 3 1 2, 4 1 3 2, 4 5 1 2 and
4 1 5 2, which contribute towards the OD flow. The trajectory data for all weekdays can be used here to rank the most used to
the least used macro-path. Consequently, macro-paths with very few trips can be safely neglected without compromising the
modeling framework. In the present example of OD pair 4 2, almost 70% of the trips take macro-path 4 1 2 and the majority
of the rest are distributed among 4 3 1 2 and 4 1 3 2. Fig. 20b presents the sampled trajectories for the OD pair
2 4, which is symmetrically opposite to 4 2. It can be observed that the macroscopic behavior of the trips is similar to that of the
OD pair 4 2. This can be verified by the trajectory data, where the major macro-path is 2 1 4 and the rest of the flow is
observed in 2 1 3 4 and 2 3 1 4. It is inferred from the data that the present network of Dallas shows this symmetric
property for most of the OD pairs. However, it is a network specific property and cannot be regarded as a universal law. It should be
noted that whatever the macro-path patterns are, LBS data provide enough samples to define the major macro-paths. This might not
be the case with other data sources, which leads to more uncertainties.

Once the macro-paths between OD pairs are established, the following question to be solved is that of estimating the lengths of
each macro-path. A straightforward and simple method, like method 1, is to estimate the average trip length inside each reservoir,
taking all the trajectories into account. This corresponds to the original approach proposed by Daganzo (2007). This can be con-
sidered as constant static trip lengths, as dynamic changes in the trip lengths are neglected. This method does not account for the
origin and destination of the macro-path. For instance, if the average trip length in the reservoir 1 is 1000 m, the same value is
assigned for reservoir 1 for the macro-path 1 2 and 4 3 1 2. However, this can introduce big discrepancies in the MFD
simulation results (Batista et al., 2019). Instead of taking only available trips from the data to estimate average trip lengths, pene-
tration rates are also considered. For the sake of simplicity, we consider there are m number of trips for macro-path a b c, which
are denoted as L L L L L L{ , , }, { , , }abc
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in reservoir i a b c{ , , }. Similarly, there are n number of trips for macro-path d b f . According to the current framework, the
penetration rates are time-dependent. For instance, depending on the departure times of m trips for macro-path a b c, the OD
specific penetration rates for OD pair a c are denoted as …{ , , , }ac ac ac
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where Lb
od is the mean trip length based on the OD specific penetration rate and Lb

o is the mean trip length using the origin specific
penetration rate. Thus, the mean trip length inside a reservoir can be interpreted as the weighted mean of all the trips crossing this
reservoir using the inverse of either the OD or origin specific penetration rates as weights.

Table 6 presents average trip lengths along with standard deviations inside each reservoir estimated using OD and origin specific
penetration rates. It can be seen that the average trip lengths are very similar using both types of penetration rate. The lengths are
representative of the size of the reservoirs considered. The standard deviation values are relatively large, indicating that there is huge
variation of trip lengths inside each reservoir. A more intensive method, like method 2, is to average trip lengths inside each reservoir
based on the macro-path, i.e., taking the mean of all the trips that cross a given reservoir for a given macro-path. Again, this approach

Fig. 20. Randomly sampled set of trajectories. (a) OD pair 4 2. (b) OD pair 2 4.
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is possible only because of the massive phone data available, which guarantees enough observations on all the major macro-paths.
The difference between the two approaches is that the former considers the average of all the trips inside each reservoir irrespective
of the macro-path, while the latter considers the mean trip length inside each reservoir for a given macro-path individually. In other
words, the average trip length in the reservoir, for example 1, is the same in all the macro-paths in method 1. Whereas in method 2,
the mean trip length of reservoir 1 changes for each macro-path. Batista et al. (2019) stated that method 2 in the present context is
more accurate than method 1, based on the simulation results. In the current work, discrepancies between the two methods are
demonstrated using phone data.

Table 7 shows the average trip lengths along with the standard deviations of selected macro-paths using both approaches and the
relative differences in total trip lengths. Consider the internal macro-path 1 1. The mean trip length estimated by method 1 is
1959 m, while method 2 gives 1370 m, which is significantly lower than its counterpart. As reservoir 1 is in the downtown area of
Dallas, the majority of internal trips are between the freeways that encompass the area. One of the longest trips possible, without
considering the freeway network, in this reservoir is around 2500 m. Taking this into account, an average trip length of 1959 m over
more than 100000 trips is unrealistic. The reason for such a high mean trip length is due to averaging all the trips that cross reservoir
1 irrespective of OD pair. This can be elaborated clearly using macro-paths 3 1 5 and 4 1 2. In Fig. 5a, it is clear that both
stated macro-paths need to cross the reservoir in its entirety. As they are mostly long distance trips, users tend to use freeways, which
are ring roads in reservoir 1. Hence, longer average trip lengths are observed for these macro-paths in reservoir 1, as vehicles need to
circumnavigate the downtown area. In method 1, these types of trip are aggregated along with the internal trips of reservoir 1, so a
higher average trip length is estimated. On the other hand, method 2 estimates a more representative shorter trip length for internal
trip 1 1 and a longer trip length for macro-paths 3 1 5 and 4 1 2, as expected. This conclusion is in-line with the results
in the literature (Batista et al., 2019) and the present findings demonstrate that phone data provides a practical and effective way to
calibrate the trip lengths.

The standard deviation of the trip lengths is estimated inside each reservoir to characterize the diversity of estimated lengths that
fall within the same macro-path. Note that the estimation of the standard deviation of the macro-paths is also very high for the DTA
framework (Batista and Leclercq, 2019). Table 8 presents the trip lengths for the selected macro-paths using method 2 and their
corresponding standard deviations. In the case of internal trips, i.e., 1 1 and 2 2, the standard deviation is quite large compared
to the mean trip length. This is expected as trip lengths can vary widely inside the reservoir and hence there is a higher coefficient of
variation. However, for macro-paths that cross reservoir 1, for instance 2 1 5, 4 1 5 , etc., the coefficient of variation inside
reservoir 1 is relatively low. This shows that the estimated macro-paths effectively captured the trip patterns; the average trip length
across reservoir 1 is very similar for all the trips. The coefficient of variation in the origin and destination reservoirs for the stated
macro-paths is relatively large. This is due to the fact that the exact points of departure and arrival can vary across a wide range in the
reservoirs and hence lead to a wide range of trip lengths. It is also noteworthy that the partition results considered in reservoirs that
are relatively large in area and using a finer partition will decrease the variability of trip lengths.

In order to illustrate the importance of considering average trip length per macro-path, we consider two macro-paths
4 3 1 2 and 4 1 3 2. Although the same reservoirs are crossed, albeit in a different order, between the OD pair
considered, the mean trip lengths inside each reservoir for both trips differ from each other. Figs. 21 and 22 show the trip length
distributions for the two stated macro-paths, respectively. It is clear from the distributions that even for the same OD pair, the mean
trip lengths inside each reservoir depend on the macro-path. In the trip length distributions shown in the plots, mean trip lengths
show significant differences except for mean trip length inside reservoir 2. For instance, the mean trip length in reservoir 1 for macro-
path 4 1 3 2 is 3461 m, whereas in the case of 4 3 1 2, it increases to 4079 m. Hence, this inference reinforces the
previous conclusion on the importance of considering mean trip lengths per OD pair and per macro-path.

Table 6
Average trip length and standard deviations in m inside each reservoir using OD and origin specific penetration rates using method 1.

Reservoir Average trip length using OD pen. rate (m) Average trip length using origin pen. rate (m)

1 1959 ± 1440 1921 ± 1450
2 2186 ± 1867 2035 ± 1766
3 2132 ± 1872 2090 ± 1811
4 2593 ± 2106 2484 ± 2116
5 2751 ± 2026 2494 ± 1978

Table 7
Average trip lengths per reservoir and per macro-path and standard deviations in m using the OD specific penetration rate for selected macro-paths.

Macro-path Avg. length per reservoir (m) Avg. length per macro-path (m) Rel. difference in total length (%)

1 1 {1959 ± 1440} {1370 ± 1063} 43
1 3 {1957 ± 1440, 2132 ± 1872} {1736 ± 1336, 2341 ± 1986} 0.3

3 1 5 {2132 ± 1872, 1959 ± 1440, 2751 ± 2026} {2817 ± 1944, 4582 ± 863, 3502 ± 1968} 37
4 1 2 {2593 ± 2106, 1959 ± 1440, 2186 ± 1867} {2959 ± 2070, 4549 ± 925, 3129 ± 1914} 36
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6.2. Dynamic analysis

The analysis presented until now has neglected the dynamic information regarding trip lengths, i.e., changes in the trip lengths
with the time of the day and the traffic conditions. Only a few works appear to have dealt with the dynamic variation of trip lengths
using empirical data due to a lack of data. Local congestion can influence trip length distributions, as users tend to avoid shorter
congested routes to take longer ones. The importance of considering the variation of mean trip lengths with time was discussed in
(Yildirimoglu and Geroliminis, 2014; Yildirimoglu et al., 2018) in the context of simulation studies. The average trip lengths pre-
sented in Tables 6, 7 and distributions in Figs. 21, 22 take into account all the trips observed during the whole 2-month period.
However, it is intuitive that trip lengths within and between reservoirs tend to be dynamic, as the users tend to prefer alternative
paths during congestion periods. Batista et al. (2020) proposed a framework to estimate dynamic trip lengths explicitly and con-
cluded that including dynamic variations in trip lengths improves the accuracy of MFD-based simulations. However, the authors of
this work built a virtual set of trips using a network exploration technique to perform this analysis rather than empirical trip lengths.

In the present work, dynamic trip lengths between macroscopic OD pairs are estimated using the departure time of each trip. To
do so, an aggregate time period of 60 min is considered and hence for each day there are 24 aggregation periods. For a given OD pair,
all the trips that start within a given aggregation period are selected and a mean trip length is estimated for that given period. This is
done for each weekday separately in the 2 month period considered. Finally, the mean trip length within each aggregation interval is
estimated for all weekdays. Fig. 23 presents the mean evolution of trip lengths along with confidence intervals at each aggregate
interval for different macroscopic OD pairs. The confidence intervals are estimated for 95% of confidence level assuming a normal
distribution. The macro-paths that show different types of trends are selected for the discussion.

Consider Fig. 23a, where the evolution of internal macro-path 3 3 is presented. Two peaks, one at morning peak hour and

Table 8
Average trip lengths and standard deviations in m using the OD specific penetration rate for selected macro-paths.

Macro-path Avg. length per reservoir (m) Coefficient of variability

1 1 {1370 ± 1063} {0.77}
2 2 {1758 ± 1505} {0.85}

2 1 5 {2898 ± 1948, 2748 ± 907, 3194 ± 1915} {0.67, 0.32, 0.59}
4 1 5 {2911 ± 2068, 3859 ± 1229, 3317 ± 1975} {0.71, 0.31, 0.59}

4 3 1 2 {2127 ± 1546, 2196 ± 1240, 4079 ± 1108, 2793 ± 1835} {0.72, 0.56, 0.27, 0.65}
5 1 4 {2957 ± 1780, 3725 ± 1349, 3338 ± 2089} {0.60, 0.36, 0.62}

Fig. 21. Distribution of trip lengths inside each reservoir for the macro-path 4 1 3 2. (a) Reservoir 4. (b) Reservoir 1. (c) Reservoir 3. (d)
Reservoir 2.

Fig. 22. Distribution of trip lengths inside each reservoir for macro-path 4 3 1 2. (a) Reservoir 4. (b) Reservoir 3. (c) Reservoir 1. (d)
Reservoir 2.
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another at evening peak hour, can be clearly seen in the plot. This trend signifies that the users perhaps take longer paths during peak
hours to avoid the most congested routes. The difference between trip lengths at the peak and non-peak periods is less than 10% for
macro-path 3 3. However, this relatively insignificant difference can introduce a considerable bias in the traffic dynamics in MFD-
based simulations (Batista et al., 2019). Fig. 23b shows the dynamic trip lengths of the macro-paths 1 3 and 3 1. It is clear from
the plots that the dynamic trip length evolutions of two macro-paths are nearly symmetric. This is due to the movement of people
from suburban regions to downtown in the morning and vice versa in the evening. The evolution of the mean dynamic trip length of
the macro-path 4 4 is shown in Fig. 23c, where the changes in trip length are relatively insignificant. This is due to the presence of
large urban spaces for leisure activities, which decreases its overall contribution to the flow of the network. This can be justified using
the total network length presented in Table 4, where reservoir 4 has the shortest network length of all the reservoirs. Hence, a more
stable trip length evolution is observed. Finally, Fig. 23d presents the dynamic trip lengths of the macro-paths that involve reservoirs
1, 2 and 3 in different sequences. Although all the macro-paths present variations within the same limits of trip lengths, no clear trend
in evolution is observed. These types of behaviors are justified, given the topology of the network. However, it is difficult to predict
these trends between different OD pairs a priori and appropriately calibrate the MFD models. It is also clear from the plots that the
confidence intervals remain relatively small indicating reliable estimation of trip lengths. The confidence intervals for the first
aggregation period tends to be large in some cases. This can be due to the fewer data available during early hours in the morning,
which adds noise to the trip length estimation. This type of analysis has not been performed before in the literature due to the lack of
sufficient and reliable data. Therefore, to the knowledge of the authors, the work presented here is the first to estimate the dynamic
evolution of the trip lengths of different macro-paths empirically, making it possible to used it directly in the MFD simulation
framework.

6.3. Empirical relation between trips lengths and mean speed

It is clear from Figs. 23a and b that the mean trip lengths change according to traffic conditions and tend to increase during
congestion periods. Based on this inference, existence of well-defined relationship between trip lengths and mean speed is in-
vestigated. Unraveling such a relationship is of particular interest for the MFD-based models as it provides a direct correlation to
adjust the trip lengths with the network traffic states. As trip lengths and mean speeds can vary widely depending on macro-path and
OD pair, these quantities must be normalized to establish a relationship. To this extent, detour ratio is chosen as the surrogate to trip
lengths. Detour ratio is assumed as the ratio of the actual trip distance to the Haversine distance (great circle distance) between origin
and destination of a trip. Similarly, mean speeds are normalized by free-flow speed, which is assumed as the 90th percentile of all
observed mean speeds for a given OD pair. It is to be noted that the free-flow speed is defined per OD pair and consequently, mean
speeds of a given OD pair are normalized with the free-flow speed of that OD pair.

Fig. 24 presents the relationship between the mean detour ratio and the normalized mean speeds. In order to compute the mean
detour ratio, normalized mean speeds are divided into several bins and the mean detour ratio inside each bin is considered. The plots
include 95% confidence intervals to show the robustness of empirical data. Fig. 24a shows the trend for the entire network and
Fig. 24b–f present the relationship for each reservoir. First and foremost, well-defined relationships are obtained for all reservoirs.
The trend is in agreement with previous conclusions that at lower mean speeds, users tend to take detours to avoid heavily congested
routes and thus, higher detour ratios are observed. Note that for very low mean speeds, the detour ratio seems to decrease. This is
certainly because of heavy congestion spreads over the full network eventually, making detour useless. A higher mean speed over a
trip indicates shorter path in distance and hence, lower detour ratio. It is also clear that the confidence intervals are relatively small,
which implies reliable estimation. A non-linear decaying functional form can be used to fit empirical data and an exponential
functional form is considered in the current work as follows,

= +d a b e ,R
c v (8)

where dR is detour ratio and v is normalized mean speed.
Table 9 presents fit coefficients and corresponding R2 values for each reservoir and entire network. It is clear from the fit

coefficients that all reservoirs except reservoir 2 and the entire network have very similar fit characteristics and tight fits. This is very

Fig. 23. Mean dynamic trip lengths and their standard deviations for different macro-paths. (a) Internal macro-path 3 3. (b) Macro-paths 1 3
and 3 1. (c) Internal macro-path 4 4. (d) Macro-paths crossing reservoirs 1, 2 and 3.
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important result as it shows that there is no need for specific analysis at the regional level to characterize the trip lengths dependency
to the traffic conditions. Further research must be done with data from different network topologies to verify the existence of such
relationship and its universality. However, this first step looks promising because of very similar fit coefficients observed in the
present case. Furthermore, this analysis show that the detour ratio at high (free-flow) mean speeds falls between range 1.2 to 1.3, see
coefficient a in Table 9. This confirms the previous observations from the literature (see Yang et al. (2018a) and references within). As
only straight line distance between the origin and the destination of a trip is used to estimate the detour ratio, this relationship can be
used for the trajectories with poor spatial resolution to estimate the actual trip distance. This is also remarkable finding as this can be
used to provide a rough estimate of trip lengths without requiring extensive analysis of experimental data or the network topology.

7. Estimation of path flow distribution

The principal input data for any MFD-based simulation are the underlying MFD, the macro-paths and their corresponding trip
lengths, which have been dealt with so far. As seen earlier, there can be more than one feasible macro-path between a given
macroscopic OD pair. It is clear that almost all the major macro-paths, i.e., those that have higher flows compared to the others in the
present partitioning, cross reservoir 1, which is the downtown area. Thus, considering just one major macro-path between an OD pair
and assigning the total flow to this path might lead to unrealistically high flows in reservoir 1, which might result in a gridlock.
Hence, depending on the relative flow between all the feasible macro-paths for a given OD pair, it is necessary to have more than one
macro-path. For instance, for internal trips that start and finish in reservoir 1, it can be observed that 97% of the trips have the macro-

Fig. 24. Relationship between detour ratio and normalized mean speeds. (a) Entire network. (b) Reservoir 1. (c) Reservoir 2. (d) Reservoir 3. (d)
Reservoir 4. (e).

Table 9
Fit parameters and R2 values for mean speed - detour ratio relationship.

Reservoir Fit parameters R2

a b c

All 1.34 6.44 −9.47 0.99
1 1.36 5.57 −9.29 0.98
2 1.24 3.74 −6.96 0.97
3 1.28 5.01 −9.64 0.98
4 1.21 6.26 −9.68 0.98
5 1.21 5.01 −9.29 0.98
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path 1 1 and the rest follows 1 2 1, 1 3 1, etc. In this case, it is safe to neglect the other macro-paths and consider only
the major macro-path. It can be observed that all the internal trips in the present work show this behavior, so only one major macro-
path is considered for them. However, this is far from true for transfer trips that have origins and destinations in different reservoirs.

In the case of having more than one macro-path between an OD pair, it is essential to know the amount of flow to be assigned to
each path. This shows how far the observed network equilibrium is from UE conditions and shed some light about the validity of UE
principle at large scale. In this context, the path flow coefficient for a macro-path p for a given OD pair, od can be defined as:

P

=
N

N
,od

p od
p

i od
i

od (9)

where Nod
i is the number of trajectories on macro-path i andPod is the set of all the major macro-paths between the OD pair, od. The

path flow coefficient can be estimated using DTA determining the UE conditions. However, DTA can be computationally demanding
depending on the size of the network under study, and it is possible to extract the information on path flow coefficients using
trajectory data. However, at the network level, it is not possible to observe the path flow distribution between all local OD pairs. This
becomes feasible only at the regional level and is extracted using phone data. Since path flow distributions are computed assuming
UE settings, it is possible to validate this hypothesis by empirically deriving the gap with the UE conditions from phone data. The
important research questions in this context are to determine: (i) if the gaps for macroscopic OD pairs are close to zero, as assumed by
the UE hypothesis in DTA, and (ii) if the gaps change in time.

Fig. 25 shows the mean evolution of the path flow coefficients for a few OD pairs. There are two major macro-paths each between
the OD pair 1 2 and 2 1 and their corresponding path flow evolutions are presented in Fig. 25a. It can be observed that macro-
paths 1 2 and 2 1 have the majority of the flow in both cases and they remain stable over the course of the day. On the other
hand, the path flow for the macro-paths between OD pair 3 4 shows a significant variation, which is shown in Fig. 25b. It is clear
that during peak hours, users tend to use macro-path 3 4 over 3 1 4, whereas both macro-paths undergo nearly equal
amounts of flow during the off peak hours. Fig. 25c shows a similar trend, although users tend to take one macro-path during the
morning peak and another during the evening peak. Consider the OD pair 2 5, where the users prefer macro-path 2 1 5 over
the macro-path 2 5 during the morning peak hour and vice versa during the evening peak hour. A symmetrically opposite case is
observed in the reverse trip, i.e., for OD pair 5 2, where users use the macro-path 5 2 in the morning over the macro-path
5 1 2. Finally, Fig. 25d shows the path flow coefficients of the three major macro-paths for OD pair 5 4, where a stable
evolution in all three macro-paths is observed. With such valuable information, the DTA step in MFD-based models can be eliminated.
The models can be fed directly with the dynamic variation of trip lengths and path flow distributions. Since these parameters are
directly estimated from the empirical phone data, the resulting traffic dynamics from MFD-based simulations will be closer to real
data. At the same time, estimating parameters like dynamic trip lengths and path flow distributions is very difficult with other types
of data source like LDD.

8. Estimation of user equilibrium gap

Finally, the current work is concluded by presenting the estimates of UE gaps for each macroscopic OD pair. The gap corresponds
to the relative difference between the travel time on a given macro-path and the minimum travel time among all the macro-paths for
a given OD pair (Sbayti et al., 2007). The UE gap for a given OD pair, God can be expressed as:
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=G
TT

TT TT1 ( ),od
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od

i
od
i

i
od

min
od

od (10)

where TTi
od is the travel time of macro-path i TT, min

od is the minimum travel time between the OD pair od and od
i is the path flow

coefficient of the macro-path. If all the macro-paths between a given OD pair are the shortest paths in time, God is zero by definition.
On the other hand, if the macro-path that has the longest travel time undergoes a higher flow, the gap is bigger and the network is far
from the equilibrium. Hence, this parameter shows how far the network is from UE conditions. The dynamic gap evolution can be

Fig. 25. Mean evolution of path flow coefficients between different macroscopic OD pairs. (a) OD pairs 1 2 and 2 1. (b) OD pair 3 4. (c) OD
pairs 2 5 and 5 2. (d) OD pair 5 4.
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computed by using eq. (10) within each aggregation period of 60 min. The trips starting within a given aggregation period are
collected for a given OD pair and the minimum travel time amongst all the macro-paths is estimated. Using this minimum travel time
and path flow coefficients computed earlier, it is trivial to estimate the dynamic UE gap, G t( )od .

Fig. 26 presents the evolution of UE gaps for different macroscopic OD pairs. The selected OD pairs show different trends as
discussed in the previous cases. Fig. 26a shows the OD pairs that involve downtown Dallas and the neighboring suburbs. Since the OD
pair 5 1 has only one major macro-path, G t( )53 is always zero. It can be observed that the OD pairs 2 1 and 3 1 have very low
gap values, where the gaps observed are less than 10%. However, OD pair 4 1 shows the peaks in the morning and evening with
relatively high gap values. For the OD pairs 2 1 and 3 1, the major macro-paths are 2 1 and 3 1, respectively, where on
average more than 90% of the users choose this path. In the case of OD pair 4 1, the proportion of users choosing macro-path 4 1
is comparatively low compared to other OD pairs. More than 20% choose the longer macro-path of 4 3 1 in this case. Hence,
bigger UE gaps are noticed for this particular OD pair. Fig. 26b presents the gaps for OD pairs 4 3 and 5 3, where peaks in the

Fig. 26. Mean evolution of relative UE gap for different macroscopic OD pairs. (a) OD pairs that involve the downtown area, i.e., reservoir 1. (b) OD
pairs that have peak hour distributions. (c) OD pairs that have symmetric peak hours. (d) OD pairs with low mean gap. (e) Relative number of ODs
for a given gap condition.

Fig. 27. Trip detour ratio vs. Euclidean distance in Dallas, TX. (a) Using Euclidean distance. (b) Using network shortest path distance.
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Fig. 28. Day-to-day Flow MFD estimates using the OD specific penetration rate for reservoir 1. (a) Thu 2/3/2017. (b) Fri 3/3/2017. (c) Mon 6/3/
2017. (d) Tue 14/3/2017. (e) Thu 16/3/2017. (f) Mon 20/3/2017. (g) Tue 21/3/2017. (h) Wed 22/3/2017. (i) Tue 28/3/2017. (j) Wed 29/3/2017.
(k) Thu 30/3/2017. (l) Mon 3/4/2017. (m) Tue 4/4/2017. (n) Fri 7/4/2017. (o) Mon 10/4/2017. (p) Tue 11/4/2017. (q) Wed 19/4/2017. (r) Wed
26/4/2017. (s) Fri 28/4/2017.
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morning peak and the evening peak periods can be observed. Symmetric peak hours can be noticed for the OD pairs 2 3 and 3 2
in Fig. 26c, where OD pair 3 2 has a bigger gap during the morning peak hour and its counterpart has a bigger gap during the
evening peak hour. This is clearly due to the difference in the direction of traffic flow during the morning and evening periods.
Fig. 26d shows the mean UD gap evolution for OD pairs 3 5 and 5 2, where cyclic variations are obtained. At the same time, it is
also clear that the magnitude of the gap is relatively low for the stated OD pairs, where the day averaged gap is close to 5%.

Finally, Fig. 26e presents the time evolution of the relative number of ODs for a given gap condition. For instance, the red curve
corresponds to the number of ODs with gap >G 0.01od . It is clear from the plot that almost 70% of the total OD pairs have gaps
exceeding 0.01. In other words, if the network is assumed to be in UE condition when the gap less than or equal to 0.01, from the plot
it is evident that less than 30% of ODs fulfill the UE condition. It is trivial that if the threshold is increased, the number of ODs
satisfying the UE conditions increase. This can be observed in the plot, where threshold gaps of 0.15 and 0.2 are also presented. In the
cases of threshold gaps of 0.15 and 0.2, two peaks, one in the morning rush hour and another in the evening can be clearly noticed.
This is noticeable as the validity of the UE principle looks less likely during peak hours, at least for few OD pairs. Overall, if the

Fig. 29. Day-to-day Flow MFD estimates using the OD specific penetration rate for reservoir 2. (a) Thu 9/3/2017. (b) Fri 10/3/2017. (c) Tue 14/3/
2017. (d) Wed 15/3/2017. (e) Fri 17/3/2017. (f) Wed 22/3/2017. (g) Thu 30/3/2017. (h) Fri 31/3/2017. (j) Wed 5/4/2017. (k) Fri 7/3/2017. (l)
Thu 30/3/2017. (m) Mon 10/4/2017. (n) Wed 19/4/2017. (o) Thu 20/4/2017. (p) Fri 28/4/2017.
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Fig. 30. Day-to-day Flow MFD estimates using the OD specific penetration rate for reservoir 3. (a) Mon 6/3/2017. (a) Mon 20/3/2017. (b) Tue 21/
3/2017. (c) Wed 22/3/2017. (d) Fri 31/3/2017. (e) Wed 5/4/2017. (f) Tue 4/4/2017. (g) Fri 7/4/2017. (h) Mon 10/4/2017. (j) Thu 13/4/2017.
(k) Fri 14/4/2017. (l) Thu 20/4/2017. (m) Fri 21/4/2017. (n) Mon 24/4/2017. (o) Tue 25/4/2017. (p) Wed 26/4/2017. (q) Thu 27/4/2017. (r) Fri
28/4/2017.
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threshold gap of 0.15 or more is assumed, almost 90% of ODs pairs satisfy the UE conditions, which is reassuring for the classical
simulations based on this principle, but at the same time it is not completely satisfactory. From a model implementation point-of-
view, it is important to identify OD pairs that deviate from this principle and collect more data from such cases to understand the
causes for deviation. In the current case, it is noticed that OD pairs that have macro-paths transversing through reservoirs 1 and 3 are
more likely to deviate from the UE principle during peak hours. This can be due to network saturation during peak hours in these two
reservoirs, which can be observed from estimated MFDs in Fig. 9. It is also noticed that OD pairs which have fewer number of trips
have higher gap values. However, this can be due to a lack of robust and representative data.

At the same time, the objective of the present analysis is not to classify OD pairs that satisfy the UE conditions. Moreover, these
gaps can change if a finer spatial partition is used. The reservoirs in the present partition have relatively large areas, where ag-
gregation on macroscopic variables can introduce biases in the gap values. A network partition with smaller reservoirs results in less
aggregation and can provide a better idea regarding the UE principle in the network. However, this is out of the scope of the present
work. The objective of this study is to show that phone data can be used to extract useful information like the UE gap, which is
otherwise only possible with a DTA simulation. This type of data can also be used to validate DTA simulations and calibrate the input
parameters in the simulation framework.

9. Conclusions

The present work proposed a framework to estimate the parameters of all required components to perform a multi-region MFD
model simulations using mobile phone data. The methodology used to select the data and segment individual data records into
representative trips was illustrated. Since LBS data was used in the current work, the frequency of data collection varied widely
resulting in trips with very sparse records. A method capable of enriching these types of trip using a map matching scheme was
discussed in-detail.

A simple partition of the Dallas city network was then considered to estimate the macroscopic variables. It is important to state
that the proposed framework is independent of the partitioning scheme and can be used with any other network partition. Firstly, the
error of the proposed trip enhancement scheme was estimated using the set of high resolution trips from the raw data. It was
concluded from the relative errors that the trip enrichment scheme introduced few or acceptable errors in the traveled distances. The
next step consisted in estimating the penetration rates of probe vehicles from the data and to this end, OD matrix data from the city
council, LDD and the present LBS data were fused together to obtain time dependent penetration rates. Two different types of
penetration rates were proposed, namely the OD specific penetration rate and the origin specific penetration rate. As the names
suggest, the OD specific rate takes into account the OD flow, while the origin specific rate was computed based on the flow that
originated within a zone irrespective of its destination. Using the estimated time dependent penetration rates, the mean density and
mean flow of different reservoirs were computed to estimate the MFD for each day separately. An in-depth discussion on temporal
and spatial variation of penetration rates was presented. Only days that showed MFDs with similar characteristics were selected and a
mean MFD was estimated. It was seen that the MFDs for all the reservoirs were reasonably well-defined with low scatter. It was also
observed that the MFDs computed from both the OD specific and the origin specific penetration rates were very similar. It is no-
teworthy that the penetration rates in the present framework were not constant and were time-dependent. The following part of the
work presented the analysis of the trip lengths between the macroscopic OD pairs. This type of analysis is only possible with phone
data due to the massive number of records available. The importance of considering the average trip length per macro-path instead of
using mean trip length per reservoir was discussed. The evolution of dynamic trip lengths that depends on the traffic conditions was
discussed in-detail. This work was first to show the empirical evidence of existence of well-defined relationship between the trip
detour ratio (surrogate to mean trip lengths) and the mean speeds at the regional level. Finally, in the third part the evolution of the
path flow distributions and UE gaps was discussed and the evolution of the mean path flow coefficient for different OD pairs was
illustrated. It could be seen that the path flow coefficient in several OD pairs exhibited a strong variation during the morning and
evening peak hours. Similarly, the evolution of the UE gap was estimated based on travel time information. This gap parameter can be
used to observe how far the network is from the UE and as well, it can be used to validate the DTA simulations. It was also noticed
that the UE gap varied with time during a typical day scenario and this variation was explained for a few OD pairs. Finally, the
proportion of OD pairs that satisfied the given threshold UE gap condition was presented. It is noticed that most OD pairs satisfy the
UE principle, where relatively low gap values are observed. However, there are few OD pairs that deviate from this principle
especially, when OD pairs have macro-paths that transverse through congested reservoirs.

The framework proposed is very generic and network independent. It can be applied to any network that has sufficient phone data
and all the parameters necessary to perform a MFD simulation can be calibrated. In the case of the absence of OD matrix data, they
can be replaced by the census data of the network to estimate the penetration rates. Overall, the present framework can estimate
many interesting and useful parameters that can be used to both perform MFD simulations and validate them. Most of the analysis
presented in the current framework cannot be performed using other types of data sources and it is worth emphasizing once again
that trip length and path flow distribution analysis can only be achieved through access to massive phone data.
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Appendix A. Evolution of detour ratio

This section presents an analysis of the trip detour ratio for Dallas. Often straight line Euclidean distances between origins and
destinations are used as proxies for traveled distance (Gutiérrez and García-Palomares, 2008; Boscoe et al., 2012). Recently, Yang
et al. (2018a) showed that the ratio between actual trip distance and Euclidean straight line distance is constant for different cities of
varying scale in China using taxi GPS data. The present analysis aims to verify if the ratio remains the same for Dallas.

Two types of detour ratios are defined in this context, namely the detour ratio based on the Euclidean distance (dR
E) and the detour

ratio based on the network shortest-path distance (dR
S). The Euclidean detour ratio (dR

E) is defined as the ratio of trip distance to
Euclidean distance (or straight line distance) (dE), where the network shortest path detour ratio (dR

S) is defined as the ratio of trip
distance to network shortest-path distance (dS). Fig. 27 presents the variation of two types of detour ratio for the present set of trips.
Interestingly, the non-linear decaying relationship proposed in Yang et al. (2018a) between the detour ratio and the Euclidean
distance holds true in the present case as well. However, second-degree terms must be included in the functional form to calibrate a
better fit in the present case. The fit coefficients for both cases can be expressed as,

= + +

= + +

d

d

1.290 0.141 0.104 ,

1.163 0.026 0.130 ,

R
E

d d

R
S

d d

1 1

1 1
E E

S S

2

2 (11)

where relatively tight fits are obtained with =R 0.992 . As d 0E , the Euclidean detour ratio reaches 1.29, which is in agreement with
the values reported in the literature. On the contrary, the asymptotic value of the network shortest path distance detour ratio is 1.163.
This is an expected inference as the network shortest distance is a proxy closer to the actual travel distance than the Euclidean
distance. However, more data from other cities with different topologies must be studied to verify if this relation is universal.

Appendix B. Day-to-day MFDs

As described earlier, MFDs are calibrated for each day separately and the days that show similar MFDs are selected. Using the
selected days for each reservoir, mean MFDs are estimated and are shown in Figs. 9, 9. In this section, day-to-day MFDs are plotted for
selected days to analyze the daily behavior of MFD shapes in different reservoirs. As the majority of the flow is observed in reservoirs
1, 2 and 3, and the daily MFDs of only these reservoirs are plotted.

Fig. 28 presents the estimated MFDs for reservoir 1 for different days using the OD-specific penetration rate within the period of
time considered. It is clear that the scatter in the MFDs is relatively larger than the mean MFD shown in Fig. 9a. At the same time, it
should be noted that the penetration is both time and space-dependent and thus the scatter in the MFD is justified. On the contrary, if
a constant mean penetration rate is used to estimate the MFDs, less scatter is expected in the MFD. Nevertheless, the maximum mean
flows and densities for all the days are approximately the same, which suggests that a robust MFD is estimated.

Similarly, Figs. 29 and 30 show the daily MFD for reservoirs 2 and 3, respectively, using OD specific penetration rates. As in the
case of reservoir 1, slightly larger scatter in the plots can be noticed compared to their respective mean MFDs.
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